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Chairman’s Message

Welcome to our 40th edition of The
Sport Australia Hall of Fame’s “Spirit of
Sport” magazine.

We are half way through what has been a
fulfilling and rewarding 2016. In recent months,
we’ve hosted a string of inspirational events.
In March, in partnership with our Major Sponsor
Etihad Airways, we hosted our fifth “Inspire
the Nation” event, this time in Brisbane. The
event featured a panel of our Members; Dawn
Fraser AO MBE, Wally Lewis AM and Ian
Healy, with Tim Horan AM impressing as MC.
Attended by an exclusive group of corporate,
travel and sporting leaders, guests were
captivated to hear our Members reflections and
life’s lessons of their sporting careers.
“In Governance We Trust” was the title of
our second biennial “Integrity in Sport” forum
held in May in partnership with Victoria University
and attended by over 200 Australian sport
leaders from around the country. The panel
included Kevan Gosper AO, former IOC Vice
President and most importantly a member of
the recently formed FIFA Independent Reform
Committee and Jaimie Fuller Chairman of Skins
International. The aim of the biennial Integrity in
Sport forum is to position The Sport Australia
Hall of Fame and Victoria University as thought
leaders in this country. I believe we are achieving
this. The forum was an outstanding success.
Most recently it was with great pride that I
co-hosted our inaugural “Australian Spirit”
private luncheon at the Park Hyatt in Sydney
together with former Prime Ministers, The Hon
Robert (Bob) Hawke AC and The Hon. John
Howard OM AC SSI in their role as our Co-Patrons
of The Sport Australia Hall of Fame. This
is the first time both gentlemen have come
together for one organisation…the power of
sport! From world leadership to the essence of
sport, our 32 business leaders were privy to a
remarkable occasion, not only in the company
of political royalty but also sporting royalty
with Members Dawn Fraser AO MBE, Nick

Sports aficionados across the world will be
focused on the forthcoming 2016 Rio Olympic
& Paralympic Games. The Games for many
of our Members, delivered the highlight of
their sporting careers and will evoke fond
memories. Many of our Members have taken
on the role of Mentor within our Scholarship
& Mentoring Program, and they, together with
us all, will watch with pride as a host of our
current and past Scholarship holders wear the
green and gold in Rio.
Applications are now open for the 2017
Scholarship & Mentoring Program which
will offer personal mentoring from a Hall of
Fame Member, a cash sporting grant and
international travel from Etihad Airways.
(NB: applications close July 4) I urge you to
encourage young Australian athletes within your
network to apply for this once in a life time
opportunity. The mentoring is a money can’t
buy opportunity. The impact of the mentoring
on our scholarship holders has been profound.
Our annual Induction & Awards Gala
Dinner, regarded as Australian sport’s
“Night of Nights” is set for Thursday 13th
October, once again at Palladium at Crown in
Melbourne. Online bookings are now open via
www.sahof.org.au and I encourage you to book
early as the event traditionally is a sell out.
(NB: Invites to Members, NSO’s and previous
attendees will be mailed in July)
I am pleased to welcome Nicole Livingstone
OAM to our Board of Directors, replacing
James Tomkins OAM as our AOC representative
after six years of strong contribution.
Since our last publication in December, we
have sadly lost two of our esteemed members;
Arthur Tunstall OBE and Judy Joy Davies,
who were both in their own right, pioneers
within sports administration and sports
journalism respectively. We send our
condolences to their families.
Thank you as always to our sponsors, in
particular our Major Sponsor Etihad Airways
who continue to make our work in “preserving
and celebrating the history of Australian sport;
and exciting the next generation of young
Australians to achieve their potential both
in sport and in life” a reality.

John Bertrand AM
Chairman
Sport Australia Hall of Fame
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sponsor’s

message
It is hard to believe more than six months
have passed since The Sport Australia
Hall of Fame Induction & Awards Gala
Dinner 2015.
This annual event is truly inspirational to Etihad
Airways because it celebrates the crème de la
crème of Australian athletes and the nation’s
greatest sporting achievements. We marvel as
elite sportsmen and women are Inducted into
The Sport Australia Hall of Fame, Legends are
celebrated, and talented young athletes get
a career boost through the Scholarship and
Mentoring Program.
As a young airline with big ambitions, we are
inspired by athletes who commit to seemingly
impossible goals and achieve them through
hard work, dedication and focus.
Etihad Airways began operations in 2003
with just one aircraft flying between Abu Dhabi
and Beirut. We were a small airline with a big
vision, competing against global powerhouses
which had been in the skies for decades.

This challenge did not distract Etihad Airways
from our goal to be the world’s best airline.
It made us all the more determined.

the travel experience for guests flying out of
Melbourne with the opening of our sensational
new Premium Lounge at Melbourne Airport.

Fast forward 12 and a half years and Etihad
Airways operates a fleet of 122 aircraft to
117 destinations.

In the same way that athletes strive to perform
at a higher level than their competitors, we
aim to constantly evolve our guest experience
to the highest standards in the sky. On every
route from Australia, we aim to be best-in-class.

Through partnerships with other like-minded
airlines we serve a virtual network of nearly
600 destinations and also hold minority equity
stakes in seven strategically important airlines
across the world – airberlin, Alitalia, Air Serbia,
Air Seychelles, Etihad Regional operated by
Darwin Airline, Jet Airways, and the great
Australian airline, Virgin Australia.
We have been named World’s Leading
Airline at the World Travel Awards for
seven consecutive years, and in February,
prestigious US-based aviation industry
publication Air Transport World presented
Etihad Airways with the highly coveted Airline
of the Year 2016 award.
In the same way that gold medals and world
records are testament to an athlete’s hard
work and dedication, these achievements are
a testament to our single-minded commitment
to become the world’s best airline.
Our dedication to this goal is evident in
the Australian market by our significant
investments in world-class products and
services – in the air and on the ground –
and also through our continuing support of
Australian tourism, sporting and cultural life.

We have further strengthened our competitive
foothold in the Australian market by investing
in sporting and cultural sponsorships. We
recently renewed our partnerships with Sydney
Opera House and Melbourne Recital Centre for
another five years and two years respectively,
and we have partnerships with Etihad Stadium,
Melbourne City Football Club and Arab Film
Festival Australia.
Sponsorships are critical for Etihad Airways
to continue winning in Australia and we are
delighted to count The Sport Australia Hall of
Fame as one of our longest-running partnerships
in this market. We look forward to the continued
success of our partnership and to making 2016
our most fruitful year of collaboration yet.

James Hogan
President and Chief Executive Officer
Etihad Aviation Group

From June 1, we will offer our guests travelling
from Melbourne and Perth the highest ever
levels of inflight luxury and comfort with the
introduction of our flagship Airbus A380 to
the Melbourne–Abu Dhabi route and the
revolutionary Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner on the
Perth-Abu Dhabi route. We recently enhanced

sponsor’s message
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INTEGRITY IN SPORT FORUM

IN GOVERNANCE WE TRUST
The Sport Australia Hall of Fame and
Victoria University hosted forum,
attended by over 200 Australian sport
leaders and lead by a prestigious panel
of national and international experts,
focussed on the current crisis engulfing
sport at an international level. With public
confidence and trust in sport stretched
like never before, governance, integrity,
culture and the capacity for sports to
police themselves were the hot topics
at the 2016 Integrity in Sport Forum.
Moderated by Kelli Underwood, award winning
radio and television reporter and
commentator, the forum featured Australia’s
most experienced sports administrator
Kevan Gosper AO.
Gosper, a member of the 2015 FIFA
Independent Reform Committee and the IAAF
Ethics Commission, was joined by Jaimie
Fuller, global chairman of SKINS International
and crusader on issues of sports integrity,
governance and ethics; Australian Sports
commission CEO Simon Hollingsworth,

and investigative reporter and Walkley award
winner Caro Meldrum-Hanna who lifted
the lid on serious breaches of integrity and
governance in the greyhound racing industry.
Underwood commenced by asking if sport
was in crisis. The panel was split. Fuller
believed that it “most definitely (is in crisis), we
are subject to some of the most heinous acts
of abuse and corruption that we’ve seen and
this has been building up for quite some time.
We should not be in denial and we should not
be sitting here saying everything’s great.”
Meldrum-Hanna followed on in agreement
by stating that “yes – sport is in crisis. In
Greyhound Racing, the level of power and
influence and stature of those involved, this
wasn’t just a few rouge trainers or owners,
these were big names, the royalty of the
sport in some states.”
Gosper had a different view, suggesting
that sport is in crisis due to the influence of
broadcasters, media people and some good
analysis within sport “but I don’t think sport

1

3

There is a danger in comparing sport to other
industries. Banking or other industries have
similar issues and practices but sport is such
an important value system for our kids and for
the way we behave in communities and behave
on the sporting field. Grown men go week at
the knees just meeting sporting heroes.”
Professor Hans Westerbeek,
Victoria University Dean
2
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integrity in sport

worldwide is generally in crisis. I think that’s
an overstatement” he said. Hollingsworth
agreed with Gosper and said his “sense is
that on the whole of the Australian sector that
would be an overstatement”.
The value of internal integrity units was
questioned and it was asked if sports could
police themselves. The Hon Michael Strong,
Australian Crime Commission examiner and
former director of the Office of Police Integrity
Victoria, does not think so; “where you have
large amounts of money and gambling you will
have corruption and crime. I think what we
are talking about tonight should be given its
proper name - we are not just talking about a
lack of integrity and cheating we are talking
about criminal behaviour. And I’m afraid we
are going to see more of it in the future.
How much will depend on how much we can
regulate it and in that regard, every measure
of regulation must be used to prevent the
gambling and the money from running ahead
of our present ability to regulate sport.”

4

“At the time, people didn’t think that much
about athletes cheating. And so as time goes
on you come to accept it and there’s nothing
I can do about it. So you just go on and be
the best that you can be, which I did.”
Sonia O’Sullivan,
Irish athlete, Olympic 5000m silver medallist,
world 5000m champion & dual world cross
country champion, cheated out of victories
by Chinese athletes who have recently
been exposed.
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front of the bus, like you Jaimie (Fuller). But he
said the really disappointing thing that we
all need to address is all the people running
alongside the bus that understand what is
going on but aren’t doing enough about it.”

8
Terry Bailey, Chairman of Stewards, Racing
Victoria said “the crux of policing integrity is
not to look away. It doesn’t matter where they
are in the stature of the sport, we’ve only got
one rule book, that’s what we operate under
and people don’t like it.”
The two hour discussion was summed up
brilliantly by The Sport Australia Hall of Fame
Board Member, Sally Capp. “We talked about
the values in sporting clubs and the values of

winning, and operating in the best interests of
the clubs. I’ve been a friend of a man named
Simon Illingworth (police whistle-blower), who
as he said, stood in front of corruption and
really called it out at the risk of his own life.”
“One of his main points is that you do always
have people who want to break the rules,
they’re the people sitting on the bus. There are
also a few people who are willing to stand in

5

“We are living in a world where sports are
living in a bubble; there’s a culture that has
built up over a long period of time and where
sports governance claims to be autonomous.”

Terry Bailey

The conversation was broad, wide ranging
and challenging, with different opinions on key
topics. The Integrity in Sport Forum offered
insights, expert opinions and thought provoking
analysis on what we can do to ensure greater
integrity in sport. The full transcript of the
evening along with a replay of the live stream
is available at www.sahof.org.au
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“The experience from Greyhound Racing
shows that sports can’t police themselves…”
Caro Meldrum-Hanna

Jaimie Fuller
“Before you start work on integrity outside,
work on your integrity inside – if there are rats
in the galley, get rid of them because they’re
going to bring you down.”

“So, how do we encourage more in the value
of sport to actually give people the courage
to stand up and yell out? If we had more of
those people, a la all the reporters that call
these things out and the other people involved
in sport then we may be able to deal with it
earlier and bring more transparency to sport
and deal with it and move on with more of
the values we want to promote.”

To see all social photos from the
Integrity in Sport forum, please
visit our Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/THESAHOF
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Photo 1: Kevan Gosper AO during the forum discussion.
Photo 2: Associate Professor Dennis Hemphill and
Professor Hans Westerbeek from Victoria University.
Photo 3: Sally Capp, The Sport Australia Hall of
Fame Board Member.
Photo 4: Jaimie Fuller Executive Chairman of the
international sports compression wear company, SKINS.
Photo 5: Caro Meldrum-Hanna, investigative reporter
and Walkely award winner.
Photo 6: Kelli Underwood, moderator.
Photo 7: Professor Hans Westerbeek.
Photo 8: Kevan Gosper AO, John Bertrand AM,
Kelli Underwood, Jaimie Fuller and Simon Hollingsworth.

integrity in sport
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The inaugural “Australian Spirit” private
luncheon hosted by John Bertrand AM,
Chairman of The Sport Australia Hall of
Fame at the magnificent Park Hyatt
Sydney in May was a milestone event with
two very special guests in former Prime
Ministers; the Hon Robert (Bob) Hawke
AC and the Hon John Howard OAM AC SSI.
Despite being from opposing sides of the
political fence, both Mr Hawke and Mr Howard
are renowned for their passion for sport and
their understanding of the value of sport to our
nation and it is sport that has united them in
their role as Co-Patrons of The Sport Australia
Hall of Fame. The intimate gathering of 32 guests
were enthralled to hear two of our longest
serving Prime Minister’s speak of their time
leading our nation, their vision for the future and
the very important role that sport plays in our
society. And as could traditionally be expected,
Mr Hawke didn’t miss the opportunity to showcase
his comedic side, delivery a joke much to the
delight of the gathered business leaders.
Table hosts included Australian sporting icons
and Sport Australia Hall of Fame Members;
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“australian spirit” luncheon

Dawn Fraser AO MBE, John O’Neill AO,
Adam Gilchrist AM, John Eales AM and
Nick Farr-Jones AM.
This truly was a remarkable and unique event
with proceeds supporting our Scholarship &
Foundation Programs.
We extend our appreciation to all guests
in attendance and to the team at the Park
Hyatt Sydney and Philip Carr & Associates.

To view all the photos from the
“Australian Spirit” Luncheon, please
visit our Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/THESAHOF
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SCHOLARSHIP

ROAD TO RIO

Established in 2006, The Sport Australia
Hall of Fame Scholarship and Mentoring
Program has brought to light some of
Australia’s most talented sporting stars
under the age of 21.
From wheelchair basketball pro turned wheelchair
tennis star, Dylan Alcott, to world No. 2
shooter James Willet; the Program boasts the
most diverse Scholarship recipients in the
country. Over ten years, 62 recipients across
32 sports have been the given the opportunity
of a life time. From sports such as Cricket to
Surfing, Lawn Bowls to Gymnastics and
everything in between, our program covers
them all. To help young Australians achieve at
the highest level of their sport, the Scholarship
provides encouragement and funding for 12
months, as well as an Etihad Airways flight
(that can be used anywhere in the Etihad
Airways network worldwide). More importantly,
Scholarship holders enjoy unrivalled access to
and personal one-on-one mentoring from an
Inducted Member; surely no greater way to
inspire young sportspeople to fulfil their potential.

Past & Present Scholarship Holders Selected in the 2016 Australian Olympic Team:
NAME

SPORT

SCHOLARSHIP YEAR

LONDON 2012

Alec Potts

Archery

2011/2012

Ryan Gregson

Athletics

2009/2010

Yes

Dani Samuels

Athletics

2006/2007

Yes

Brooke Stratton

Athletics

2011/2012

James Willett

Shooting

2015/2016

Ashleigh Gentle

Triathlon

2011/2012

At the time of going to print the following Past & Present Scholarship Holders are still in
contention for 2016 Australian Olympic and/or Paralympic Team as selections are not
yet finalised: (As at May 31)

This year, as we follow the Olympic and
Paralympic Games to Rio, we relive the talent
the Sport Australia Hall of Fame Scholarship
and Mentoring Program has seen over the
past decade. In 2012, 17 of our then current
and former Scholarship holders competed in
London (16 Olympians and one Paralympian).
While some athletes are familiar with competing
in the green and gold, others are en-route to
compete at their first ever Olympic or Paralympic
Games. We wish all the competitors luck and we
will be watching on with excitement in August.

NAME

SPORT

SCHOLARSHIP YEAR

LONDON 2012

Elizabeth Cambage

Basketball

2010/2011

Yes

Joe Ingles

Basketball

2007/2008

Yes

Patrick Mills

Basketball

2007/2008

Yes

Tom O’Neill-Thorne

Basketball (AWD)

2014/2015

Caroline Buchanan

BMX

2010/2011

Ashlee Ankudinoff

Cycling

2010/2011

Jack Bobridge

Cycling

2008/2009

Alexander Edmondson

Cycling

2012/2013

Yes

Michael Hepburn

Cycling

2009/2010

Georgia Sheehan

Diving

2015/2016

Anabelle Smith

Diving

2008/2009

Yes

Lauren Mitchell

Gymnastics

2010/2011

Yes

Casey Sablowski (née Eastham)

Hockey

2008/2009

Yes

Jake Bensted

Judo

2014/2015

Maddison Elliott OAM

Swimming (AWD)

2013/2014

Yes

Dylan Alcott

Tennis (AWD)

2010/2011

Yes

2017 SCHOLARSHIP & MENTORING PROGRAM
applications open: monday 6th june - close: monday 4th july

The Sport Australia Hall of Fame’s Vision is to preserve and celebrate the history of Australian sport and excite the next generation
of Australians to achieve their potential in sport and life.
Valued at over $10,000 our Scholarship and Mentoring Program, now in its 10th year, provides funding and support over a
12 month period to assist young Australian athletes reach the highest level of their sport.
• Five Scholarships awarded
• $5,000 sporting expenses grant
• On-stage presentation of Scholarship at
The Sport Australia Hall of Fame Induction
& Awards Gala Dinner, Palladium at Crown,
Melbourne, Thursday 13th October, 2016
Information can be found via: www.sahof.org.au

• One-on-one personal mentoring by an 		
Inducted Member of The Sport Australia
Hall of Fame
• International return economy flight
within Etihad Airways network

CELEBRATING THE PAST, EXCITING THE FUTURE

road to rio / 2017 scholarship & mentoring program applications open
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2016 SCHOLARSHIP &

MENTORING PROGRAM How lucky are we, to follow five of
Australia’s youngest elite athletes around
the globe, as they make their mark on
Australian sport? From Rio Olympic
selection, to World Triathlon competitions
– the 2016 Scholarship recipients are
showcasing their talent on a weekly and
monthly basis in many countries around
the world.
Since being presented with their Scholarships
last October, they have not wavered from hard
work and dedication, each proving why they
deserved to be chosen for The Sport Australia
Hall of Fame Scholarship and Mentoring
Program. Their appreciation of the program
and their mentors is easily noted in their
monthly reports and continuous want to grow
and learn as individuals. We are so proud to
have these five athletes involved in the SAHOF
community, and look forward to what the next
six months has in store for them all.
We asked the current Scholarship Holders
to tell us about their year so far and how the
Program has benefited them. As you will read,
all five Scholarship Recipients are extremely
grateful of their Mentors and the Program.

Program Major Sponsor

Program Supporters
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Georgia Sheehan
Diving - QLD

Mentor: Natalie Cook OAM Beach Volleyball
During my recent selection and partake in
The Sport Australia Hall of Fame Scholarship
and Mentoring program, I have learnt so
much about myself as an athlete, due to being
surrounded by so many incredible role models.
Being one of the five athletes selected I have
found that my training process has become
easier due to the support of the SAHOF staff
and the body of athletes who made me feel
so welcome.
The Mentoring Program which is included in
the scholarship selection is invaluable and my
ongoing communication with Natalie Cook
OAM is going really well. She is a fantastic
supporter and motivator and has offered me
lots of helpful and timeless advice that I will
use throughout my career. The generous
donation of money has benefitted my training
and therefore my competition exposure.
This year I have been fortunate enough to
compete for the Australian Diving Team in
various FINA Grand Prix, and I have been
lucky enough to travel to countries such as
Germany, Puerto Rico and Canada. I am
definitely looking forward to gaining more
competition experience this year with Olympic
Trials, Elite Junior Nationals and hopefully
World Juniors coming up.

2016 scholarship & mentoring program - mid-year reflection

Ellen Ryan

Lawn Bowls - NSW
Mentor: Dawn Fraser AO MBE - Swimming
It has been a great honour to be mentored
by Dawn Fraser AO MBE and to be part of
The Sport Australia Hall of Fame Scholarship
Program. To have someone as inspirational
as Dawn Fraser just a phone call away has
been great for my career.
2016 started well on the bowling green with
a highlight being the dual gold medals I won
at the World Junior Championships in April.
Being part of the Australian Jackaroos
National Squad has given me the opportunity
to mix it with the best and trial for major
international events like the Asia Pacific
Championships, Six Nations International and
World Bowls Championships.
In March, I represented Australia in a
Development Trans-Tasman Series against
New Zealand and was also part of the winning
NSW State Side who claimed gold at the
National Championships.
I have recently been selected to play
against Scotland in a series at Broadbeach,
Queensland, which leads directly into the
Australian Open where I will be defending
my coveted singles title.
I feel I am on the cusp of representing
Australia at a pinnacle international event and
will seek Dawn’s advice on how best to
manage my career during this important
phase. She has already given me invaluable
advice on keeping a level head and for that,
I respect everything she has to share. I’m
extremely grateful for the promotion The
Sport Australia Hall of Fame Scholarship has
provided myself and my sport and I look
forward to continuing my partnership with
Dawn well into the future.

MAJOR SPONSOR

MID-YEAR

REFLECTION

James Willett

Jacob Birtwhistle

Mentor: Stan Longinidis - Kickboxing

Mentor: Glynis Nunn-Cearns OAM - Athletics

Mentor: Layne Beachley AO - Surfing

Being a recipient of the SAHOF Scholarship and
Mentoring Program has been a huge help to me
and an important step in my career as I prepare for
the Rio Olympic Games. The funding and Etihad flight
has made it possible to fly to two large competitions
in Europe, including a World Cup. I am extremely
privileged to have Stan “The Man” Longinidis in
my corner. Although shooting and kickboxing are
very different, both sports are individual and require
a strong, positive mindset to be a champion. I have
gained extremely valuable knowledge from Stan; he
is always very positive, uplifting and understanding
of my situation, as he himself was somewhat of a
pioneer in a lesser known sport.

As each year goes by my life in sport gets
more and more serious, and more and more
demanding. I have grown as a person through
the experiences I have had and my close
support network has grown with me. I would
not be in the position I am currently in without
the support of these people, and I am
honoured to now include The Sport Australia
Hall of Fame team and Glynis Nunn-Cearns
OAM as a significant part of this network
helping me on my journey to achieve my goals
in sport and life. With the help of the SAHOF
Scholarship and their sponsor Etihad airways,
I was flown to Abu Dhabi to kick-start my 2016
season at the first World Triathlon Series race
of the year. From there, I went on to compete
at the WTS race on the Gold Coast where I
finished in 9th place.

I am so honoured to be a Sport Australia Hall
of Fame Scholarship holder and so appreciative
of the opportunities it has and continues to
provide. The opportunity to be mentored by
the most successful female surfer in Australian
history, Layne Beachley AO has been incredible.

Shooting - NSW

Recently, I visited Stan at his fitness academy. Wow
– what an experience. To see Stan in his own
surroundings was something to behold. The stories
that he shared and the knowledge that he has is
something I greatly admire. A mantra of Stan’s I will
never forget is “here at our academy we don’t just
want champion fighters, we want champion people”.
This was extremely evident in his junior program. The
whole place is an absolute credit to him and his team.
For me now looking onto Rio, I have a very full but
exciting schedule. I have had to put my work on hold
until after October to keep my training at an optimum
level. Having just recently won Bronze at the Cyprus
World Cup and Gold at the Rio World Cup, I have
the confidence in my ability to mix it with the best
of the best. My efforts have been rewarded with a
number 2 world ranking. I have never been more
ready than now to give this a red hot go and if I
shoot well on the day then who knows, I may just
win my country a medal – hopefully the gold variety!
The program has been a truly humbling experience
and has opened my eyes to what is out there and
what is needed to achieve it. Thank you to SAHOF
and of course my Mentor, Stan “The Man”
Longinidis, whose words are a true inspiration.

Triathlon - TAS

I recently placed 4th at the World Triathlon
Series (WTS) in Yokahama. From Japan, I head
to Europe to be based out of Vittoria, Spain for
the European Summer.
I am humbled to have received this scholarship
and appreciative of the support provided by
SAHOF and Glynis.

Tayla Hanak
Surfing - NSW

My hopes for 2016 were to continue competing
on the World Qualifying Series. However, my
health deteriorated throughout 2015 and I was
diagnosed with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (CFS).
Layne’s personal experience with CFS, as well
as her incredibly positive outlook has helped
me embrace this challenge as a positive
opportunity for personal reflection and growth.
This has allowed me to appreciate my health
and listen to my body – which I imagine is an
important lesson for any athlete. Although
Layne and I live in different states she has
well and truly exceeded her role as a Mentor.
An exact recovery time frame isn’t a possibility
when it comes to CFS, however, I am hopeful
that I will be able to compete on the World
Qualifying Series later this year or in 2017.
Either way, I am very excited about the
prospect of training and competing again.

2016 scholarship & mentoring program - mid-year reflection
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NEWS FROM

THE NATIONAL SPORTS MUSEUM
The coming months represent a special
and exciting time in Australian sport, as
our athletes prepare for the 2016
Olympic and Paralympic Games in August
and we as a nation rally to support them
both from home and in Rio.
Fittingly, one of the latest showcases to feature
in the National Sports Museum celebrates the
unique and diverse symbols of Australian sport
– and the traditions and traits which identify
Australian athletes and fans on the world
sporting stage.

1

2

3

4

Symbols of Australian sport brings together a
number items that illustrate the nation’s iconic
sporting symbols, including the southern
cross, the boxing kangaroo, the baggy green
cap and the green and gold colours.
“Symbols help people to identify with each
other as Australian, and to separate
themselves from rival nations,” said National
Sports Museum Curator, Helen Walpole.
“In the sporting arena colours, emblems,
songs and traditions all help to proclaim
national identity. Whether it’s wearing green
and gold, waving a boxing kangaroo flag or
singing ‘C’mon Aussie, C’mon’, athletes and
sports fans alike use national symbols to declare
‘I am proud to be Australian’,” said Walpole.
The showcase will form a permanent part of the
National Sports Museum and features artwork,
uniforms and other paraphernalia that is sure to
resonate with all visitors. Just some of the
objects featured include the beach volley ball
crop top worn by SAHOF Member and gold
medallist Natalie Cook OAM during the 2000
Athens Olympics, an Australian flag used in the
Opening Ceremony of the Melbourne 1956
Olympic Games and a plush boxing kangaroo
toy signed by SAHOF Legends, John Landy AC
CVO MBE and Marjorie Jackson AC CVO MBE.
In other activity, March saw the opening of
a major new exhibition, Drawing A Laugh:
Australian Sports Cartoons.
Taking a look at the lighter side of sport, the
display engages audiences on a wide range of
sporting themes – from crazy rules and silly fans
through to sporting scandals and gender equality.
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The exhibition highlights how humour can be
used to both reflect and shine new light on
iconic moments and individuals, as well as the
seemingly every-day or ordinary sporting pursuits.
“Cartoonists are very, very good at using
humour to sneak right up on a tricky topic,”
said Walpole. “As well as providing plenty of
laughter and entertainment, the cartoons in
this exhibition offer a unique commentary on
all aspects of Australian sport – not just the
big issues that capture the nation’s attention
but also the regular weekend debate about
whether the ball was in or out.”
“The National Sports Museum celebrates the
passion and pride that sport generates
amongst people in Australia, and we look
forward to hearing heaps of laughter from kids
and grown-ups alike in this latest exhibition.”
The exhibition’s side-splitting sketches on
display include work by more than thirty of
Australia’s greatest cartoonists, such as
Mark Knight, Paul Harvey, Cathy Wilcox, Judy
Horacek, John Shakespeare, First Dog on the
Moon and David Squires.

5

Finally, the National Sports Museum was also
graced by the presence of the Governor of
Victoria, Her Excellency the Honourable Linda
Dessau in May. The Governor took a special
tour of the museum and was left ‘awe-inspired’
by the visit.
The National Sports Museum is located at
Gate 3, at the MCG and is open daily from
10am (check www.nsm.org.au for details).
Photo 1: Governor of Victoria visits NSM.
Photo 2: Symbols of Australian Sport showcase.
Photo 3: Drawing a Laugh exhibition.
Photo 4: SAHOF member Natalie Cook’s uniform.
Photo 5: Drawing a Laugh exhibition.
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VICTORIA UNIVERSITY
VU elite athlete program supporting
Olympic success

long tradition of extensive course offerings,
major research, international partnerships,
state-of-the-art facilities and expert academic
staff from around the world.

Victoria University’s elite athlete program has
helped a group of ambitious sporting stars manage
their study while striving for Olympic success.
Several VU students and alumni have been
selected for the Olympic and Paralympic
Team, or are a good chance of heading to Rio
in August. They include walker Chris Erikson,
marathon runner Liam Adams, David Powell in
table tennis, Hockeyroos goalkeeper Ashley
Wells, Renuga Veeran and Gronya Somerville
in badminton, Paralympic shot-putter Todd
Hodgetts, and London 2012 Paralympic
wheelchair rugby gold medallist Josh Hose.
The University was a significant factor in
achieving sporting success for Veeran, a
Ladies Doubles quarter finalist in the London
2012 badminton competition.
“VU Sport played a major role in making my
Olympic dream come true by providing the
Elite Athlete sporting grant two years in a
row,” she said.
“I completed a Bachelor of Business, took
time off to qualify for the London Olympics in
2012 and then went back to do a Graduate
Diploma in Secondary Education.”
As Australia’s leading sport university, Victoria
University has the greatest number of sportrelated industry partners, the highest graduate
employment outcomes in Australia and the
most graduates working in the sport industry.
So it is no wonder that VU also has the largest
population of students enrolled in sport courses,
including around 90 elite athlete students,
many of whom have competed at the Olympics,
Commonwealth Games, World University
Games and World Championship events.
VU’s elite athlete program helps students
successfully complete their studies while
training and competing at an elite level.

Western Bulldogs choose the
west’s university
Speaking of students achieving great things on
the sporting field, 10 VU students are enjoying
a successful start to the 2016 AFL season at
the Western Bulldogs.
The Bulldogs came out of the blocks strongly
this year, hoping to build on their finals
appearance in 2015.

Support for elite student athletes
VU recognises the challenges of combining
elite sport with an academic workload, and
is a member of the Australian Sports
Commission’s Elite Athlete Friendly University
(EAFU) Network.
To help elite athlete students balance study
with training and competition demands, the
University provides access to support and
special study arrangements including:
• alternative exams
• assessment deadline negotiations
• timetabling assistance
• cross-institutional study assistance.
Elite athlete students have access to sport
and fitness facilities, as well as research facilities.
The generous support provided by the Elite
Athlete Support Program and scholarships has
made it possible for many students to balance
study, training and life.
Sport Scholarships assist student athletes with
financial and in kind support with respect to
competition and training fees, international
travel and University representation
More information about the elite athlete
program, including eligibility criteria and
application details, is available at vu.edu.au/
elite-student-athletes

The Bulldogs are also a long-standing partner
of VU, although their players studied here for
many years before the partnerships was
established in the 1980s.
Alumni include Steve Wallis (father of current
Bulldog and VU student Mitch Wallis), Kelvin
Templeton, Terry Wheeler, Brian Cordy, Neil Cordy,
Rick Kennedy, Simon Garlick and Brad Johnson.
The 10 Bulldogs players currently studying at
VU are Easton Wood, Mitch Wallis, Zaine
Cordy, Tom Campbell, Tom Boyd, Josh
Dunkley, Mitch Honeychurch, Declan Hamilton,
Josh Prudden and Bailey Dean.
For star midfielder Mitch Wallis, study is
important in order to look beyond football.
“I know footy doesn’t last forever. I’m looking to
VU to help me set up for life afterwards,” he said.
“For now though, footy is my full-time job so I
study part-time in the evenings. Studying is a
great release from football. It will take me a
few extra years to do my course, but I really
enjoy ticking things off the list toward my degree.
“The lecturers really want you to do well and
try to get a one-on-one relationship with every
student. They know I work in a demanding
footy environment and have time constraints.
They have been very accommodating letting
me come late to classes and giving me extra
notes to catch up on the work I miss. Little
things like that help a lot.
“I believe if you work hard enough, things will
happen for you, in study and in life.”

They have access to a range of support
services to help them successfully complete
their studies while training and competing at
an elite level, with access to our sport and
fitness facilities and research facilities.
VU’s outstanding reputation in sport, exercise
science and active living is underpinned by a
news from vu
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BRISBANE ETIHAD AIRWAYS

“INSPIRE THE NATION” FUNCTION

The Sport Australia Hall of Fame together
with our Major Sponsor Etihad Airways
hosted the fifth “Inspire the Nation” event
at Blackbird Bar and Restaurant in
Brisbane on March 9, 2016.
The exclusive “Inspire the Nation” series is a
private cocktail event which provides Etihad
Airways clients and guests a rare opportunity
to hear unique stories from our Members.
The exceptional panel of Sport Australia Hall
of Fame Members was one that provided
many laughs; featuring Dawn Fraser AO
MBE, Wally Lewis AM and Ian Healy along
with MC Tim Horan AM. The night began with
a story from Dawn Fraser’s successful past
that involved an Olympic Flag and a young
Dawn. The 140 guests were in fits of laughter
as Dawn recalled her night on Japanese soil.
It wasn’t long until Ian Healy and Wally Lewis
joined in on the reminiscing of their exciting
careers, and Blackbird Bar and Restaurant
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came alive. The panel of three, along with
their fellow Member, Tim Horan made for a
memorable night and instilled a sense of
Australian Pride amongst guests.
The event provided a great opportunity for
Etihad’s Brisbane clientele to meet, talk and
take photos with the panel, who joined
Members John Bertrand AM, Rob de
Castella AO MBE, Layne Beachley AO,
Geoff Henke AO, Mike McKay OAM,
Susie O’Neill OAM, Natalie Cook OAM
and Zali Steggall OAM.
Charles Morley, Etihad’s Queensland’s
Manager, welcomed the Brisbane clients and
those involved with Etihad in Brisbane, and
thanked all those who attended. The night
showcased just how strong the partnership
between The Sport Australia Hall of Fame and
Etihad Airways has become over the years.

We thank all of our guests who attended the
evening, and appreciate all the hard work that
went on behind the scenes – our venue hosts,
Blackbird Bar and Restaurant, AV specialists
Velvet Systems, Jared Vethaak Photography
for capturing the night and of course our
fabulous panel, MC and Members.

MAJOR SPONSOR

To view all the photos from the
“Inspire the Nation” Event, please
visit our Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/THESAHOF

inspire the nation
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SAHOF

VALE
The Board, Members and Staff of The Sport Australia Hall of Fame extend our deepest sympathies to the family, friends and colleagues
of our esteemed Members of the Hall of Fame who have passed away recently.
administration initially with the New South
Wales Amateur Boxing Association (NSWABA)
and the Australian Commonwealth Games
Association (ACGA) – NSW state division.
From 1953 he served for 46 years as
Honorary Secretary/Treasurer of the Amateur
Boxing Union of Australia (ABUA) and from
1969 to 1998 he was Secretary/Treasurer
of the ACGA.

CLICK HERE TO VIEW FULL VALE

Arthur Tunstall OBE

Administration - Commonwealth Games
/ Boxing
22.02.1922 - 11.02.2016
Arthur Tunstall OBE was Inducted into The
Sport Australia Hall of Fame in 2005 for his
contribution to the Commonwealth Games and
Boxing. For over 50 years Arthur committed
his life to sport in the administration field.
He became immersed in voluntary sports

CLICK HERE TO VIEW FULL VALE

Judy Joy Davies

General Member - (Media/Sports Writer)
09.11.1925 - 27.03.2016
Judy Joy Davies was Inducted into The Sport
Australia Hall of Fame in 2011 as a General
Member for her contribution as a sportswriter.
Whilst her own Olympic and Empire Games
swimming career was noteworthy (Davies
had a successful swimming career with three
Empire and Commonwealth gold medals,
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Arthur was one of the pioneer voluntary
Australian sports administrators who played
a crucial role in the establishment of the
national sport organisation system, which now
controls and manages Australian sport. With
the able and committed support of his wife
Peggy, he was the key person in amateur
boxing and the Australian Commonwealth
Games movement for most of the second
part of the twentieth century.
Arthur was the most influential person in
amateur boxing in Australia over a 50 year
period. His control of the administration of the
sport was unique in Australia. He was seen as

Olympic bronze and a world record), it was
while plying her subsequent career as a
journalist covering sport for 34 years that
Davies made her mark. Early women sports
journalists tended to be confined to reporting
women’s sport. Davies was one of the first
women journalists to break into covering all
sports when she started working with the
Melbourne newspaper The Argus (then part of
the UK Daily Mirror Group) and covering the
1954 Commonwealth Games in Vancouver
and then the 1956 Olympics in her home town
of Melbourne. Over a 34 year career with the
Argus and the Sun News Pictorial she covered
nine Olympic Games and a similar number of
Commonwealth Games (or Empire Games as
they were earlier called). While her original
expertise was in covering swimming, she
rapidly extended that to athletics and then
progressively to cover a wide range of sports,
including winter sports. She was lauded by
competitors and administrators in many
disciplines for the time and space she gave to
sports which traditionally were not given wide
media coverage. She was widely respected by

the expert authority not only on administrative
matters but also on the technical side of the
sport. This was a result of his extensive
knowledge and experience gained over
many years with trainers, coaches, judges,
sports medicine persons and promoters.
His contribution to the Commonwealth
Games was also hugely successful; He was
responsible for venue inspection, fundraising,
promotion, government relations, selection
guidelines, the appointment of technical
officials, accreditation, team administration
and planning, health matters, and providing
direction and advice on the bidding for the
hosting of Commonwealth Games in Australia.
He raised many thousands of dollars to send
Australian athletes to the Games and kept
overheads to a minimum.
Arthur is survived by his son, Robert, who was
with him when he passed late on 11 February
2016 in Sydney. He was a strong character
and will be sorely missed.

both editors and athletes and in 1982 was
awarded the National Press Club Award for
Sports Journalism.
Prior to sports writing, Davies had a
successful swimming career. From 1946 to
1952 she won seven consecutive national
titles in backstroke and won freestyle titles
from 100 yards to 880 yards. In all, she won
17 Australian titles in backstroke, freestyle and
medley and set a world record for a mile (1760
yards) at the 1953 Victorian championships.
On the international scene she took out the
Bronze in the 100 metres backstroke at the
1948 London Olympic Games (setting an
Olympic record in the heats) and becoming
the first Australian, male or female to win an
Olympic medal in that stroke. She was an
Empire and Commonwealth Games Champion
in 1950 taking out the Gold in the 110 yards
backstroke and as part of the 4x110yd freestyle
and 3x110yd medley relay teams. At the 1952
Olympic Games she made the semi finals of
the 400m freestyle.
Judy passed away on Sunday, 27 March 2016
(Easter Sunday), aged 87.
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SAHOF MEMBER

MOMENTS
by the Bradman Foundation. Bradman grew
up playing cricket in Bowral whilst Benaud
was a Patron of the Bradman Foundation.
Congratulations to Liz Ellis AM and her
husband Matthew on the arrival of their second
child and first boy. Austin Ralph Stocks was
born on 4 April and weighed in at 4.37kg,
52 cm with a full head of hair!
Tennis Star Larger than Life
Work has started on the life-sized bronze
statue of tennis legend Roy Emerson in his
hometown of Blackbutt. In his professional
career, he won 16 Grand Slam men’s double
titles and 12 major singles.

Civic Honors
Congratulations to Tennis great Rod Laver
AC MBE, whom in January, received the highest
honour in the Australia Day honours list – a
Companion of the Order of Australia (AC).

Boxer Les Darcy has had a pub named after
him; but there is a catch! There is no beer. The
“pub” will shelter the homeless, in Maitland NSW
and the herb garden out the back with be in the
shape of a boxing ring, to further honour Darcy.

Competitve Streak Kicks In
Trevor Hendy AM & Grant Kenny OAM were
last minute entries in The Australian Surf Life
Saving Championships at Maroochydore earlier
this year. The pair, winners of combined 10
open ironman championships, “raced” together
in heat 6. They never seriously challenged the
leaders but enjoyed another chance to perform
on the sport’s highest stage.

Founder, The Sport Australia Hall
of Fame

Harry Gordon CMG AM has been honoured with
a sport award – The Harry Gordon Australian
Sports Journalist Award. Of all the late Harry
Gordon’s many achievements in journalism,
sport was probably his greatest love. It was
therefore a fitting memorial that an award be
established in his honour to recognise the best
of Australia’s sports journalists.

Two cricket GREATS
A new painting of Sir Donald Bradman AC
and Richie Benaud OBE was unveiled at the
Bradman Museum and International Cricket
Hall of Fame. The artwork of Bradman and
Benaud shaking hands was completed by
local artist Dave Thomas and commissioned

MILESTONES
by garry daly am

Congratulations to Malcolm Milne OAM on
receiving an OAM for his services to Alpine Skiing.
Milne learnt to ski at the age of 13 at Falls
Creek, Victoria.

Bennett to grow the game
Wayne Bennett AM this year signed on as
coach of the England rugby league team – a
move that is set to bring exposure and growth
to the international game. Well done Wayne!

MEMBER

In 1985, a song for the Sport Australia
Hall of Fame was commissioned and one
written to the tune of the Queensland
version of Waltzing Matilda. At a dinner on
the night when the inaugural inductees to
the Hall were guests of honour, they were
all invited on stage to sing the Hall of
Fame song for the first time. The SAHOF
Committee may have considered John
Farnham or Julie Anthony to lead the
chorus but instead there was a surprise
in store for guests. The man at the
microphone was none other than our No.1
Member, Sir Donald Bradman AM.
Imagine the London newspaper headline
“The Don is OUT – s(w)inging!”
The great Aussie Rules footballer Ted
Whitten OAM and the equally great Aussie
Rules footballer Bobby Skilton played in
different teams that often opposed each
other. Ted was also a bit of a trickster
and one match when he and Bob were
captains of the two opposing teams
pulled a fast one. There was a fair wind
blowing that day and a coin toss was
the traditional way by which one of the
captains won the right to choose the end
to which his team would kick. On this
particular occasion the toss was made
and while the coin was still in the air, Ted
thrust his arm out pointing to the end to
which the wind was blowing and ran off.
Gobsmacked, Bob could only marvel at
his mate’s audacity!

member moments /milestones
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Co-Patrons
The Hon. Robert (Bob) Hawke AC
The Hon. John Howard OM AC SSI

SAHOF Board
Chairman John Bertrand AM
Layne Beachley AO
Robert Bradley
Sally Capp
Robert de Castella AO MBE

Diary Dates
Scholarship
Application
Dates 2016:

The Sport
Australia Hall
of Fame AGM

2016 Annual
Induction &
Awards Dinner

Open - Monday 6 June.
Close - 5pm, Monday 4 July.

1pm, Thursday 13 October,
2016. Garden Room at
Crown Melbourne.

Thursday 13 October, 2016.
Palladium at Crown
Melbourne.

Member Milestone Birthdays

The Hon. Rod Kemp

The Sport Australia Hall
of Fame congratulates the
following Members who
are celebrating a Milestone
birthday this year!

Nicole Livingstone OAM

80

Catherine Harris AO PSM
Geoffrey Henke AO
Simon Hollingsworth

Michael McKay OAM
John O’Neill AO
Kieren Perkins OAM
Zali Steggall OAM

Bob Simpson AO AM MBE
Ron Barassi AM
Roy Emerson
Lindsay Gaze OAM

Peter Johnson
Ashley Cooper AO

70
Peter Hudson AM
Wayne Roycroft
David Graham AM
Gordon Johnson
John Bertrand AM

60
Gillian Rolton OAM
Glenn Thurlow
Shane Gould MBE

50
Dean Woods OAM
Allan Langer OAM ASM
Jon Sieben OAM
Sue Stanley

Ambassador Graeme Willersdorf

Advisory Board
Don Argus AC
John Eales AM
Sir Rod Eddington AO
David Mortimer AO
Elizabeth Proust AO

PARTNERS

Selection Committee
Chairman Robert de Castella AO MBE
John Bertrand AM
Raelene Boyle AM MBE
Alan Davidson AM MBE
Roy Masters AM
Bruce McAvaney OAM

SUPPORTERS & SUPPLIERS

Michael McKay OAM
Louise Sauvage OAM
Alan Whelpton AO

SCHOLARSHIP &
MENTORING COMMITTEE
Chairman Sue Stanley

Enquires:
PO Box 173 East Melbourne VIC 8002
T 03 9510 2066 F 03 9510 2110
E admin@sahof.org.au
www.sahof.org.au

Robert Lay AM
Tania Sullivan

Mim Waterman

administration
General Manager Robert Lay AM
Operations Manager Tania Sullivan
Administration & Communications
Coordinator Mim Waterman
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